From the first “Bright golden haze on the meadow,” to the last “Your OK,” Cabrillo Stage has done it again; they’ve brought a believable Broadway production to Aptos. The music is seamless, the singing is marvelous, the ensemble energy over the top and the staging first rate.

The traditional Rogers and Hart wild card characters, in this case Ado Annie played by Vanessa Vazquez and Ali Hakim played by Andrew Ceglio, can with the proper actors in place, steal the show and Ms Vazquez and Mr. Ceglio do just that.

The story of the ebullient cowboy Curly (Matthew J. Taylor), the reluctant ingénue Laurey (Emily M. Marsilia) and the dark and sinister Jud Fry (Kevin Johnston) often takes a backseat to the energetic ambivalences of the “I Can’t Say No” Annie and the marvelous machinations of “It’s a Scandal!” Ali.

In other words, these characters all get their day in the Oklahoma! sun under the fine direction of Kikau Alvaro.

The other characters hold their own as the story of the courtship of Curly and Laurey unfolds. Jud is played with somber single mindedness that gives the musical its dark side. Will Parker (Jordan Sidfield) is also single-mindedly in love with Annie as he tries to keep her focused on the idea that she loves him back. Aunt Eller (Alice Hughes) tries to keep a calm head in midst of all this chaos while Ike Skidmore (Wes Simms) valiantly tries to help Aunt Eller herd all these cats in the same direction.

Oklahoma! is worth seeing and a treat for the whole family as you take them for a ride once more in “The Surrey With The Fringe On Top.”

The play runs through August 18. Tickets online at www.cabrillostage.com.